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Inadequate or improper quenching of the heated part results in low hardness values as well as spotty hardness
and may cause quench cracking. The intent of the quench is to cool the already austenitized material at a rate
that converts most of the austenite to martensite. Grain size of the material is a major factor in conversion of
the metal into austenite and then martensite. The smaller the grain, the faster the material will go into solution.
Smaller grain sizes reduce the time required at temperature and the temperature necessary to go into solution
as well. Accordingly, rolled, forged, annealed or previously quench and tempered materials will all be affected
differently by the heat and quench cycles. There are a number of methods that can be used for determining the
cooling rate for a given alloy. There are a number of quenchants that are used with induction heating and they
are selected according to the materials being processed. This selection is based not only upon the material
selected but by the mechanical configuration of the part as well. Where masses vary rapidly in volume change
from shape to shape it may be necessary to use a less rapid quench to prevent cracking at the interface of the
two shapes. Quench cracking is caused by the formation of stresses within the part due to the normal
contraction of the metal as it is cooled. In addition, microstructural stresses also occur as the steel expands
with the formation of martensite. Quenching is designed to remove the heat of the part as rapidly as possible.
The quenchant must bring the material temperature below the knee of the TTT curve before the structure
returns to an austenitic condition. The basic problem incurred during quenching is the formation of steam or
vapor at the surface of the part as the quenchant comes in contact with the hot metal surface. It is important
that the steam be broken down as rapidly as possible so that additional quenchant can contact the surface and
reduce the part temperature. Breaking down the vapor barrier on the surface to be quenched eliminates soft
areas and reduces residual stresses that may lead to quench cracking. Quenchants are generally rated by their
ability to remove heat, with brine being the most rapid and oil being the slowest. Where feasible, water is
commonly used as a quenching medium. The key to adequate quenching lies in the thermal conductivity of the
quenchant and its flow against the heated surface. Brine removes the heat at the fastest rate. Oil is
considerably slower. The reaction time of certain steels precludes the use of rapid quenchants such as water
which can produce cracking. Selection of the proper quenchant for each type of steel can generally be found in
most metallurgical tables. Oil can be used as a quenchant if it is used in sufficient flow so that the BTUs
removed from the part, per gallon of quenchant, is kept below the ignition temperature of the oil. Thus, flow is
more important than pressure in oil quenching. However, oil is rapidly being replaced as a quenchant due to its
fire hazard and the smoke generated during the quenching cycle. Plastic or polymer quenchant additives to
water are replacing oil as a cooling medium. The greater the polymer concentration, the slower the quenching
action and the lower the BTU removal rate of the quenchant per gallon. Since heating of parts causes the water
to evaporate during the quenching cycle the concentration must be monitored constantly. This is done utilizing
a refractometer which can indicate percent concentration by measuring light diffraction through a sample of
the quenchant. Some automatic systems are now available which will monitor the system and maintain the
polymer concentration. Polymer additives have a sticky residue and when used with automated equipment,
cleaning of the quench system is important, especially if the equipment is not utilized for some period of time.
In all cases, quench flow is the important factor. High pressure causes the stream to impinge on the surface of
the part and does not effectively remove BTUs from the surface. A high flow rate, at minimal pressure is more
effective. Selecting a Quenchant Brine Brine cooling rates are the most rapid of all the quenchants. While
steam vapor breakdown is extremely rapid, higher cooling rates may increase the possibility of distortion and
quench cracking of the part may occur. Where the part geometry permits rapid quenching, brine quenching
can eliminate soft spots. This rapid quenching action is caused by minute salt crystals that are deposited on the
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surface of the work. Localized high temperatures cause the crystals to fragment violently, creating turbulence
that destroys the vapor phase. The relationship of brine concentration to hardness is shown in Figure 1. Small
variations in quench temperature will not greatly affect the cooling rate of the system. Water Water quenching
is the most common of induction quenchants. Cold water is one of the most severe of the quenchants and rapid
agitation allows it to approach the maximum capabilities of the liquid quenchants. If the temperature of the
water is allowed to increase, its capabilities for reducing the vapor phase drops and the cooling rate will also
decrease at a rapid rate. To maintain adequate cooling provide agitation of the fluid to create a velocity in the
order of 0. It is usually recommended that along with rust inhibitors, biocides should be added to water quench
systems to eliminate biological growth in the water. Oils Oils are characterized by quenching speed and
operating temperature among other factors. Oils range from normal speed for quenching high hardenability
steels to high speed for steels with low hardenability see Figure 3. A major factor in selection of oils is the
flash point or temperature at which the oil vapors will ignite if an ignition source is present. Ignition occurs if
the part is not quenched rapidly or if the oil does not remove heat fast enough. Polymers Polymer quenchants
are aqueous PVA materials that are added to water to simulate the quenching characteristics of oil. This is
obtained by varying the concentration of the polymer in the water. Benefits of this system include the
elimination of smoke as well as possible hazard of ignition and fire. The polymer helps develop a film at the
interface of the heated material and the quenchant and acts as an insulator to slow down the cooling rate to
approach that of oil. This film eventually collapses and the quenchant comes in contact with the part being
processed. This results in nucleate boiling and a high heat extraction rate. The balance of the cooling is due to
convection and conduction in the liquid. The polymer film on the surface of the heated area dissolves into the
fluid when the surface temperature of the part falls below the separation temperature of the polymer quenchant
see Figure 4. A range of quench characteristics can be achieved through variations in the concentration of the
polymer, quenchant temperature and agitation of the quenchant. As the water vaporizes due to contact with the
heated surface it will vaporize and turn to steam. Accordingly the concentration of the polymer tends to
increase in the quenchant over time. Adequate cooling of the quench fluid to remove heat must be provided to
keep the quenchant in this range. Agitation of the polymer quenchant solution will also aid in maintaining
uniformity of quench. Selecting a Quench Method Mechanical considerations of the handling system usually
determine the method for applying the quench. The main purpose of the quench, however applied, is to
remove the heat from the part as rapidly as possible while minimizing any stresses that may occur in the
process. Critical factors in designing a proper quench are flow, temperature variance in the quenchant and,
degree of filtration and heat removal. Flow, not pressure, is the key to a successful quench. Drop Quenching
Drop quenching is the most common of all quench techniques. The part is heated above the upper critical
temperature and then dropped into a tank containing the quenchant. In many manual processes the operator
will simply take the heated part and immerse it in the quench, moving it about to provide agitation. The time
interval between the completion of the heating and the immersion in the quenchant can affect the hardness of
the part being processed. Long parts, if heated by single shot technique and dropped vertically into the quench
may attain different temperatures from one end to the other during the drop cycle. Similarly, if the part is very
thin or the heated depth is shallow, temperature may drop below the critical by the time the part enters the
quench. This may create a variation in hardness in the part and possibly create distortion as well. In the case of
a long part, an auxiliary spray quench, energized as the part drops into the tank Figure 5 should be utilized.
The distance the part travels when it passes in to the quench should be minimized. When the part drops into
the quench, there should be sufficient agitation to break the vapor barrier. Figures 6A and 6B depict a system
used to harden plane blades for woodworking. As each blade is stripped from the magazine it is heated. An
escapement then drops the part in to the quench tank. Initially, cold spots were created as the flat blades fell
and surface tension caused the parts to adhere to each other bottom of the tank. This prevented insufficient
cooling of the blade. A spray ring was inserted into the tank so that the blades passed through the agitation
created and were sufficiently cooled by the time they reached the bottom of the tank. Drop quenching consists
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of the part being physically transferred to a tank by a gravity device or conveyor. Selection of technique
depends on the mechanical handling as well as the mass of the part vs. In some instances it is preferable to
spray quench the part as it exits the coil and then use a drop quench for further heat removal. A general rule of
thumb is one gallon of oil for each pound of heated material per hour. In production systems, the quench tank
must be cooled by a heat exchanger. Gradual build up in temperature of the quench medium by continued use
will cause its temperature to rise. This increased quench temperature will reduce part hardness obtainable. A
heater should be supplied in the quench tank to bring the quenchant to the normal operating temperature after
a cold start i. The quench tank should have a propeller or other mechanism for creating a continuous
circulation during operation. This helps to remove steam pockets that may form at the face of the hardened
area when there is no movement of the quenchant. Spray Quenching Spray quenching is the most common
form of application with induction heating. With this technique, the quenchant is applied to the part at the
completion of the heating cycle by a ring or head with perforations, through which quenchant is passed
directly on to the part. In static heating, where the part is held in position during the heat and quench cycles, a
solenoid valve is actuated to start the quench flow when the part is at the desired temperature. In cases where
the part is small or the case depth is shallow, the solenoid valve is actuated shortly before the end of the heat
cycle so that the quench pressure can build sufficiently.
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